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 Real World applications become more sophisticated and require more adaptable 

solutions with higher security constraints. Providing such solution with higher security 

is a challenging task for the service providers where there is higher risk and frequency 
of different kind of network attacks which arises from various network users. 

Identifying service attackers is a difficult task and needs a more intensive analysis, 

because there are situation when people send packets heavily and that increases the 
overall time delay with an increased hop count due to travelling in longer path. The 

main objective of the proposed system is to accurately detect the intrusion with less 

false positive and negative errors. The propose system also maintain high detection rate.  
We propose a heterogeneous activity pattern based approach which uses number of 

metrics to compute the genuiness of the incoming packets. The immune system 

monitors the incoming packet and extracts the heterogeneous time variant features like 
payload, time to live, hop count, access history, time variant connection, transfer rate. 

Using the heterogeneous time variant features we compute the legitimate weight. The 

legitimate weight is used to identify whether the packets is malicious or legitimate. The 
proposed method increases the performance of the immune system and Intrusion 

process up to   90% with the help of NASA rule. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 Internet services are accessed by a variety of users from various domains independent of the user locations. 

The requests generated by the user are converted into network data packets and followed through more number 

of nodes towards the destination point where the service is available. In a client server technology, the server 

provides a set of services which can be accessed by the internet users through browsers and followed through 

many independent nodes. According to network topology every network or the server is visible to the external 

world only through the routers of the network, i.e. the entry point of the network. The data packets are destined 

to a particular internet protocol address and port. The packet will be forwarded to the particular access point and 

many intermediate nodes just forward the packet to its destination. 

 Network security is a key facility, which provides security not only for the resources available in some of 

the nodes inside the network and also provides security for the services available in any of the node from the 

network. The performance of the network is gauged by providing complete and efficient service. The 

performance of the network services are hugely affected by various attacks generated by malicious users from 

far locations. Basically there are two different types of network attacks, we can classify them as packet based 

and connection based. These network attacks reduce the overall performance of the network.  In a packet based 

attack generating malicious packet towards the service point, reduces the throughput of the network by 

increased handling of malicious packets. Whereas in connection based attacks the performance of the server is 

reduced by simply keeping the connection obtained or flooding connection request to the server. 

  There is numerous other kinds of attacks which can be initiated at the service point to degrade the 

performance of the network. Sometimes intruder can hold any number of connections without any data transfer 

and affects the throughput of the server by restricting the genuine user from get connected to the server. This 

makes the service worse and reduces the throughput of the network. So the immune system must be appropriate 

to handle any kind of attacks like connection based and data flooding and etc. 

  The activity pattern shows the time variant behaviour of nodes connected and the packet sent by the node 

to the server. In a threshold based immune system, if there are many numbers of connections then it will be 
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considered as connection flooding.  This makes wrong conclusion because the connections are held for genuine 

purpose. The activity pattern shows the number of connections used, data bytes sent, TTL, payload, hop count 

and etc.  

 The general features used to detect malicious packet are Source IP, Destination IP, Source port, and 

Destination port and TTL values, but we extend the feature set to collect time variant details like number of 

connections at each time window, number of bytes received from each time window. This improves the 

performance of attack detection. The ultimate aim of our proposed method is to identify the network from where 

the attacks are initiated and stop serving them. There may be many nodes which are supporting the attacks, so 

that the origin of the request could not be identified easier. We propose a new activity pattern based immune 

system for intrusion detection. 

 

Related Works: 

 For the immune system, various researchers proposed many methodologies and they each have their own 

merits and demerits and discuss a few of them here. 

 In Network intrusion detection by artificial immune system (Thai, M.T., Y. Xuan, 2008), an artificial 

immune system (IMS) based network intrusion detection scheme is proposed. Also, an optimized feature 

selection and parameter quantization algorithm had been suggested. The complexity issue in the design of the 

algorithms had been recovered in NIDS. The experimental test was done on the extensively used KDD CUP 99 

dataset. The result shows that the proposed scheme out performs other schemes in detection accuracy. In our 

experiments, a number of feature sets have been tried and compared.  

 Host Based intrusion Detection system (Akbani, R., T. Korkmaz, 2012) presented an intrusion detection 

system which informs system administrator about potential intrusion incidence in a system. The designed 

architecture employs statistical method of data evaluation that allows detection based on the knowledge of user 

activity deviation in the computer system from learned profile representing standard user behaviour. 

 Network intrusion detection system NID (Anantvalee, T. and J. Wu, 2008), is designed as a data mining 

framework to automatically detect attacks against computer networks and systems. An unsupervised anomaly 

detection technique assigns a score to each network connection that reflects how anomalous the connection is 

proposed with association pattern analysis module to summarize those network connections that are ranked 

highly anomalous by the anomaly detection module. 

 Network Intrusion Detection System (Anantvalee, T. and J. Wu, 2008) is proposed which embedded a 

NIDS in a smart-sensor-inspired device under a service-oriented architecture (SOA) approach. Using this 

embedded NIDS can operate independently as an anomaly-based NIDS, or integrated transparently in a 

Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS). It combines the advantages of the smart sensor approach and 

the subsequent offering of the NIDS functionality as a service with the SOA use to achieve their integration with 

other DIDS components. It also addresses the construction of a physical sensor prototype. This prototype was 

used to carry out the tests that have demonstrated the proposal's validity, providing detection. 

 An Activity Pattern Based Wireless Intrusion Detection System (Elhadi, M., Shakshuki, 2013) was 

designed for wireless network. It exploits pattern recognition techniques to model the usage patterns of 

authenticated users and uses it to detect intrusions in wireless networks. User activity is monitored and their 

discriminative features are extracted to identify intrusions in wireless networks. The PCA technique, used for 

accumulating interested statistical variables and compares them with the thresholds derived from users’ 

activities data, has been employed in detection module. When the parameters exceed the estimated thresholds, 

an alarm is raised to alert about a possible intrusion in the network. The Activity Pattern Based Wireless 

Intrusion Detection System has the novel feature viz., light-weight design which requires less processing and 

memory resources and it can be used in real-time environment. 

 EAACK (Gungor, V.C. and G.P. Hancke, 2009) proposed and implemented a new intrusion-detection 

system named Enhanced Adaptive ACKnowledgment (EAACK) specially designed for MANETs. EAACK 

consists of three major parts, namely, ACK, secure ACK (S-ACK), and misbehavior report authentication 

(MRA). In order to distinguish different packet types in different schemes included a 2-b packet header in 

EAACK. 

 Security and cooperation in wireless network is discussed in (Haldar, N.A.H., 2012) by considering the fact 

that most routing protocols in MANETs assume that every node in the network behaves cooperatively with 

other nodes and presumably not malicious, attackers can easily compromise MANETs by inserting malicious or 

non cooperative nodes into the network. 

 An Artificial Immune System Based on Holland's Classifier as Network Intrusion Detection (Vokorokos, 

L., 2010), proposed as a new method for network intrusion detection which is not aimed to provide a 

comparative study but to give more understanding on the feasibility of combining Artificial Immune System and 

Hollandâs Classifier to detect network intrusion. This new Artificial Immune System, named AIS-CS, can attain 

higher than 90% intrusion detection with a false negative percentage below 10% and a fairly low false positive 

rate on a network composed of 50 regular nodes and 50 intruders. 
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 Having explored some intrusion detection methods, none of them is discussed for reactive intrusion 

detection and we propose a novel network Immune system which uses Heterogeneous activity pattern to 

perform mitigation of attacks which is based on reactive one. 

 

Proposed System: 

 The proposed method has three phases namely Feature extraction, Activity pattern generation, Intrusion 

detection. In Feature extraction the packet features and details are extracted. In the second stage we compute the 

activity patterns using extracted features. Finally in the third stage based on the activity pattern generated, the 

immune system  performs  intrusion detection. 

 The proposed network forensics approach receives the incoming packet through the network interfaces and 

it extracts the features like IP Address, port, list of hops traversed, data length, payload details, TTL, time 

window based connections, data transfer and so on. The extracted feature is used to generate the activity pattern 

which is heterogeneous one using which legitimate weight is computed for each packet. For any packet received 

at the network interface, the gateway of the network will compute with legitimate weight for both registered and 

un-registered user.  The packet has to clear the trust code enforced by the security system. Once it clears the 

trust code, the packet will be sent to the destined port to be handled by the service. 

 

Feature Extraction  

 The network data packet received at the network interface port is handled at the feature extraction phase. 

The packet is converted into IP Packet and its features like IP Address and port, payload details, total 

connections, total stream bytes, TTL values are extracted. The extracted values are converted into a vector by 

adding those features and handed over to the activity pattern generation  phase. 

 

 
 

Feature Extraction Algorithm: 

Input: raw packet- dp 

Output: feature vector Pv, Access History Ah. 

Step1: start  

Step2: read input packet  dp. 

Step3: convert  raw  packet  into IP Packet  IP. 

Step4: read source Ip address of packet  IP. 

  Pip = IP(Sip). 

Step5: read source port sp of  IP. 

  Sp = IP(sp). 

Step6:  extract TTL from IP 

  TTL = IP(ttl). 

step7: compute Payload details Pl. 

  Pl = data_size(Np). 

Step10: construct feature vector PV. 

  Pv = {Pip, Sp, NC, Pl, TTL}. 

step11: stop. 

 

Activity Pattern Generation: 

 The activity pattern is generated using extracted feature and previous access history or logs stored in the 

data base. From the log stored, we identify different time frames on which the packets are received. At each 
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time window Tw, the total number of connections received from particular source ip and destination ip, and port 

are computed. Like this total stream received at each time window is computed to generate the activity pattern. 

 

Algorithm: 

step1: start 

step2: initialize activity pattern set AP. 

step3: read feature set Pv, Access history Ah. 

step4: compute set of time window Tw 

  Tw = ɸt – øt)                  //M- Number of time windows 

 

step5:  for each time window Twi of Tw 

Compute No of connection at time window Tw. 

 

  Nc = ΣAhtw ×(Pip, SP, T). 

 

 Convert IP to network packet NP  and extract payload details and compute stream bytes at time window 

Tw. 

  Pl =ΣAh(pl, Pip, Sp)+ data size(NP). 

 

Construct activity pattern APi. 

Api  = {Pip, Sp, NC, Pl}. 

Ap= Ap+Api.end. 

Step6: stop. 

 

Intrusion Detection: 

 From the extracted feature and the activity pattern of the packet arrived, the intrusion detection system 

reads the service history from the data base. The service history has logs about previous malicious packets and 

their patterns, the proposed method compares with each of the pattern from the log.  

 

 Algorithm: 

Input: Packet Feature PV, Activity pattern Ap, Access History from data base: 

Output: Legitimate weight and access flag: 

 

Step1: start 

Step2: read the extracted feature Pv, Activity pattern Ap, Access History Ah. 

Step3: read the access history Ah from data base and retrieve the feature set AF. 

step4: for each time window Twi  from Tw 

 

Compute average connections Ac =   

 

Compute average stream AStream=   

 

Tc-total number of connections at time window Twi. 

End. 

step5:  if Ac>µ and Astream > ß then retrieve subset of access records related to the source ip and port of the 

received packet dp. 

 

 Ha=ф(AF(Dp(sip),Dp(sp))). 

 

 for each record  in Ha 

 

Compute hp =hp+(Ha(hp)). 

Compute Pl = pl+(Ha(pl)). 

Compute TTL = ttl(Ha(ttl)). 

 End. 

 

Compute average values of hp,pl,ttl 

  Ahp = (hp/tah) – tah is the total number of records in HA. 

  Apl = (pl/tah). 
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  Attl = (ttl/tah). 

read malicious history details and extract the same related to source ip and port of dp. 

 

 MAh=ф(MAF(Dp(sip),Dp(sp))). 

 

 //Maf = malicious access history. 

 

 //Mah – malicious access raised from the source ip and port. 

 

compute legitimate weight 

 

 Lwp  =( (hp(Pv)/Ahp) ×(pl(Pv)/Apl) × ( ttl(Pv)/Attl ))  

   

 If(Lwp>= Lth) // Lth-legitimate threshold  

   Forward packet to service handling 

  Else 

   Reject the packet and add the packet feature to the malicious history. 

  End. 

Step6. Stop. 

 

Deployment and Performance Analysis: 

 The proposed method is implemented in Linux based environment and packet capturing tools are used to 

capture the incoming network packets through the network interface.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2: The packet features extracted from the received packet 

 

 Figure 2 shows the packet details extracted from the received packets through the gateway of the network. 

It is clearly visible that all the features mentioned in the paper have been extracted for the detection of genuiness 

of packet.  The details displayed in the form has various parameters and the protocol name shows the service 

accessed and the payload details shows the payload details of the packet received.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
 The proposed heterogeneous activity pattern based network immune system has produced good results. 

Unlike other immune system, the proposed system addresses both connection and packet based attacks using 

activity pattern. We compute the legitimate weight based on the connection threshold and stream threshold. 

based on the thresholds the packet is allowed to pass into the network to get service. So the proposed approach 

has good frequency in finding malicious packets and reducing the attacking rate. 

 

 
Graph1: The frequency of detection of malicious packet. 
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 Graph1 shows the result of the proposed system in finding malicious packet and if there are 100 packets 

which are malicious arrived on time, then the graph shows the frequency of detection of malicious packet. It is 

very clear that the proposed system identifies the more malicious packet compared to other host based and 

activity pattern based intrusion detection systems  

 

Conclusion: 

 The Proposed heterogeneous time variant activity pattern based network immune system is to find the 

malicious packet and mitigation attacks. Unlike other methodologies, the new system uses various parameters to 

find the malicious packets. The proposed method finds the malicious nodes in an efficient way and increases the 

frequency of intrusion detection and reduces the threat. The proposed method increases the overall throughput 

of the network. The proposed method can be further improved by adapting various other features at different 

layers 

 

 
 

Graph 2: The time complexity of the proposed system. 

 

 Graph2 shows the time complexity of the proposed system compared to other methodologies. It shows 

clearly that the proposed system takes only a little time compared to other methods for different number of 

packets. The other methods take more time compare to the proposed system to analyse and detect the intrusion 

for number of packets. 
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